
    REMOVAL OF GHOST FISHING GEAR FROM CUTTYHUNK SHORELINE

Squeaky Wheel Gets the Grease - Cuttyhunk Shellfish Farm owner Seth 
Garfield reached out to MA authorities over many years to request 
assistance in cleaning lobster gear off the beaches.

It's Who You Know - MA Environmental Police had supported CCS ghost gear removals since 
2013 and knew of our focus on Abandoned, Lost or otherwise Discarded Fishing Gear (ALDFG). 
One day they asked if we could help. We said “yes!”

Seeing is Believing - Lt. Col. Moran brought CCS to scope out the issue in October 2021; Seth 
gave us a tour of the extensive ALDFG on the shoreline impacting habitat and water quality.

Power in Numbers - CCS identified additional collaborators including Cornell, Buzzards Bay 
Coalition and artists, and submitted a proposal to SNEP two minutes before the deadline.

Getting Serious - First step after the award was issued: survey and identify all ALDFG targets 
using a CCS aerial system. Second step: map the hot spots. Third: order food to feed an army!

Spring Break on an Island - Field work was designed to take advantage of partner Cornell's 
spring break. Artists and educators joined for the week-long immersion in April’s fickle weather.

Collecting Debris and Data - 25 people took part in the removal efforts, and all debris was 
inventoried before being shipped off-island to be recycled, repurposed, or incinerated.

Art for the Win - Artwork inspired by this residency will be exhibited at the New Bedford 
Whaling National Historical Park in July; a culminating community cleanup and art exhibit will 
take place on Cuttyhunk the weekend of August 12, 2023.

Cuttyhunk Field Campaign 

Prepared by: Center for Coastal Studies 
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Laura Ludwig         September 30, 2021 
Marine Plastics and Debris Program  
Center for Coastal Studies  
5 Holway Avenue  
Provincetown, MA 02657  

Letter of Authorization 
Marine Debris Collection Project 

 
Dear Ms. Ludwig, 
 
In accordance with authority granted to the Director of the Division of Marine Fisheries at 322 
CMR 7.01(4)(d), and Chapter 130 Sections 17 (2) and (3), this letter permits you to retrieve and 
possess marine debris that may include abandoned fixed gear collected along the shorelines of 
eastern Cape Cod as part of an ongoing study and cooperative project.  
 
As you know, the increased use of plastics in fishing gear has resulted in persistent marine debris 
that in some areas has littered the ocean floor and shorelines and causes mortality to some 
marine species. Your work to identify and in some cases retrieve the derelict fishing gear will add 
to our knowledge base and contribute to future policies and rules that may mitigate or prevent 
occurrence of derelict fishing gear.  
 
The following conditions are established as part of this letter of authorization:  
 
1. This letter or copies of this letter must in possession of anyone retrieving fishing gear.  
 
2. No fishing gear properly marked with a surface system may be removed from the water.  
 
3. All traps and nets and associated components, including buoys, removed from the water or the 
shoreline shall be – to the degree possible - inventoried and described regarding gear type, 
fishery, and owner; a report of gear retrieved and its disposition shall be submitted to DMF 
annually.  
 
4. Any buoys that are intact may be returned to the owners based on the permit number and 
identification of the permit holders from the list furnished to you by DMF. 
 

 

Thomas Ardito 
Southeast New England Watershed Grant Program Director 
2300 Clarendon Blvd. 
Suite 603 
Arlington, VA 22201 
 
Dear Mr. Ardito, 
 
I am writing in support of the “Removal of Ghost Fishing Gear From Cuttyhunk Shoreline” proposal.  
With the support of Southeast New England Watershed Grant Program the Commercial Fisheries 
Research Foundation has connected to a network of groups in the New England and Mid-Atlantic 
tackling the problem of ghost gear. One of the leading organizations we have connected to is the Center 
for Coastal Studies. After connecting with Laura Ludwig about the Center for Coastal Studies at-sea 
removal program, we've been incorporating some of the elements she shared regarding methods, 
disposal strategies and industry outreach for the program we are designing for Rhode Island. Laura is a 
key invitee to the meeting we are holding later this summer that seeks to bring together stakeholders in 
the region to review our plan. 
 
Given the extensive scope of abandoned, lost or discarded fishing gear in our region, both on shores and 
underwater, we will all benefit from sharing resources and assets across our respective programs. 
Therefore, we support the Center for Coastal Studies plan to assist the island of Cuttyhunk with a 
shoreline cleanup targeting lobster gear. If we can assist with any crossover disposal needs, we look 
forward to working out those details with Laura and the Center for Coastal Studies. 

We intend to be involved with the regional marine debris action plan being developed by the NOAA 
Marine Debris Program and agree with the Center for Coastal Studies that data about abandoned, lost 
or discarded fishing gear should be a priority for that plan. Securing first-hand removal data from our 
upcoming efforts and efforts like the Cuttyhunk shoreline cleanup will greatly aid in demonstrating the 
issue across Southern New England. 

 
On behalf of the Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation, 

 
N. David Bethoney 
Executive Director, Commercial Fisheries Research Foundation  
 

 

 

 
 
 
30 June 2022  
 
Laura Ludwig, Program Coordinator 
Marine Debris & Plastics Program 
Center for Coastal Studies 
5 Holway Avenue 
Provincetown  MA   02657 
 
Dear Laura,  
 
Thank you for contacting me regarding your proposal to secure funding for ghost gear removal from 
Cuttyhunk Island. Working with you these past two years on your Cape Cod Bay derelict fishing gear 
project has been the inspiration for my newest course offering, "MUS 1213 Music on the Brain Spring 
Break Field Study – Whale Conservation and Marine Stewardship; April 2-8, 2023,” designed to be held 
over spring break so that up to 15 undergraduate students could travel to Massachusetts and collaborate 
with the Center for Coastal Studies on your annual Ghost Gear Removal Program. While we originally 
had proposed the field trip to Provincetown, immersion in the issue on Cuttyhunk will offer students an 
even greater opportunity to expand their critical engagement in course material through a deep 
exploration of marine habitat and anthropogenic environmental impact as part of a community-engaged 
experience.  
 
The course is designed so that students will work directly with CCS to remove ghost gear, learn from 
scientists and fishermen about the complex network of issues impacting marine conservation efforts in 
Cape Cod and Buzzards Bay, and ultimately create a multi-media project focused on creative responses 
and practical solutions to share with the public.  I fully understand that music, art, and volunteer labor 
cannot alone solve the issue of ghost gear, but it is my fervent hope that collaborations such as this, with 
education and public outreach at its core, will reach a wider audience, assist with good work, and perhaps 
build friendships and understanding where none existed previously. 
 
I truly hope your proposal is a success and that we meet you at the ferry in New Bedford next April. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
 
Annie Lewandowski 
 
  
 

Annie Lewandowski 
Department of Music 
Cornell University 
101 Lincoln Hall 
Ithaca, New York 14853-4203 
t. 607.793.6136 
apl72@cornell.edu 
 

 
Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association, Inc. 

8 Otis Place ~ Scituate, MA 02066 
Office 781-545-6984   

 
 
 

 
June 27, 2022  
 
Laura Ludwig, Manager 
Marine Debris Program 
Center for Coastal Studies 
5 Holway Avenue 
Provincetown  MA  02657 
 
Dear Laura,  
 
The Massachusetts Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) is proud to support the Center for Coastal Studies 
(CCS) program to help clean up the coastline of Cuttyhunk Island in the town of Gosnold.  The MLA is 
committed to assist CCS in any way possible to remove marine debris from the shorelines of Cuttyhunk.   
 
Established in 1963, the MLA is a member-driven organization that accepts and supports the 
interdependence of species conservation and the members’ collective economic interests.  The 
membership is comprised of fishermen from North Carolina to Canada and encompasses a wide variety of 
gear types from fixed gear and mobile gear alike. The MLA continues to work conscientiously through the 
management process with the Division of Marine Fisheries, Atlantic States Marine Fisheries, Atlantic 
Large Whale Take Reduction Team, and the New England Fisheries Management Council to ensure the 
continued sustainability and profitability of the resources in which our commercial fishermen are engaged 
in.   
 
In the past members of the MLA have worked with the CCS on a marine debris recovery projects around 
the region and have been very successful.  As your proposal with the CCS will render the necessary aid 
and resources needed to remove the "ghost gear" brought to shore by storm and tide action. The waters 
surrounding Cuttyhunk are heavily fished by lobstermen and other commercial fishermen. It is estimated 
that up to 15% of lobster traps are lost underwater annually, and many of them are tossed ashore during 
winter storm events. 
 
You have shared with us that your proposed budget allows for a fair daily rate of $3000 per vessel, with a 
small portion ($500/day) contributed by the lobsterman. This day-rate would help to cover the costs of 
fuel, maintenance, equipment, and the experience and knowledge of captain and crew.  
 
We are standing by to help you arrange meetings with you and fishermen to help make this project a 
successful one.   
 
Sincerely,  

Beth Casoni 
Executive Director  

Letters 
of 

Support

Debris 
Type

Weight 
(pounds)

Wire Lobster 
Traps recycled 
as scrap metal

6,300

Rope, Net, 
Buoys and 

miscellaneous 
trash items 
incinerated

6,500

Ballast 
removed from 

lobster traps 
(bricks or 
concrete) 
reused by 

Island 
Residents

1,950

Rope, Net and 
other debris 
retained for 

use by artists

1,200

Total weight of 
all debris 

removed from 
Cuttyhunk 
Shoreline

15,950

Cuttyhunk Shellfish Farm Lt. Col. Pat and Sgt. Matt chauffer CCS team 
to island October 2021.

Photo courtesy of Cuttyhunk Shellfish Farm

Poster designed by L. Ludwig, Center for Coastal 
Studies Marine Debris & Plastics Program.

LLUDWIG@COASTALSTUDIES.ORG

All photos courtesy of Center for Coastal Studies 
except where noted.

Thanks to all our collaborators and supporters!

Lt. Col. Patrick Moran stands in front of a targeted pile of lobster traps,
October 2021. The pile yielded +/- 300 decrepit traps 1-23 years old.

Typical shoreline trap debris pile

Photo courtesy of Cuttyhunk Chatter Facebook Group

CCS Marine Researcher Dan Solazzo pilots the drone to survey the shoreline.

Drone image
near oyster farm

Cornell students and advisors meet with CCS to discuss Spring Break.

Poster heralding the project, displayed at the depot area near marina.

First day with the full group, April 3, 2023 – touring the island shoreline.

Day 3, deconstructing the huge pile of traps. Day 4, gathering ghost gear from the base of the cliffs. MA Environmental Police visit on a foggy day – we call this our Vanity Fair cover shot.

Photo courtesy NB Standard-Times

Days 2-5, inventorying the debris takes many hands and many days. PBS News Hour cameraman filming the loading day. Loading rope.
One of two full 40-yd containers barged over to receive the recycling and debris.

Pile of rope and net destined for artist Constance Old’s studio.

Josh.Seth.Pamela.Demi.Laura.Ann.Gabi.Kevin.Zoe.Suha.Isaac.Annie.Kat.Saumya.Anthony.Sophie.Lindsay.Hal.Susan.Megan.

Missing from photo: Mark.Michelle.Constance.Sarah (behind the camera)
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